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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 StatistiChi-square (χ2)
One of the most widely used diretly or indiretly.Testing hypothesis where data in form of ategory.To test di�erenes between proportions.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 StatistiChi-square distributionswith di�erent degrees of freedom
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 StatistiAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
The priniple of this alulation is to ompare observed frequenies(OBSERVATION) to expeted frequenies (HYPOTHESIS)(1) Test of goodness-of-�t(2) Test of independene(3) Test of homogeneity (test of independene with �xedmarginal totals)
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of goodness-of-�tA two-tailed test on pFor Binomial situation:HO : p = p0HA : p 6= p0For Multinomial situation:HO : p1 = p10 , p2 = p20 , ..., pk = pk0HA : at least one of the p′i s is inorret
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of goodness-of-�t

Test statisti: χ2 = ∑ (O−E)2Edf= number of ategories - 1rejet HO if χ2 > χ2
α ,df
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 StatistiRejetion area
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of goodness-of-�t (opt.)Testing HO : p = p0 vs. HA: p 6= p0Using z test:z = p̂−p0

√ p0(1−p0)nrejet HO if |z |> z1− α2Using χ2 test:
χ2 = ∑ (O−E)2E = (O1−E1)2E1 + (O2−E2)2E2rejet HO if χ2 > χ2

α ,df=1Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of goodness-of-�tHow well the distribution of sample data onforms to sometheorial distribution*d.f. = k � rSmall expeted frequenies: there is disagreement amongwriters: 10, 5, 1 (Cohran).Combining adjaent ategories to ahieve the suggestedminimum.When ombining →↓number of ategories→↓d.f.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of independeneMost frequent use of χ2 distributionA single population, where eah member was lassi�edaording to 2 riteria:1striteria : row2ndriteria : olumnContingeny table: r rows,  olumnsHO : 2 riteria of lassi�ation are independentHA : 2 riteria of lassi�ation are not independentdf = (r � 1 )( � 1)Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of independeneSmall expeted frequeniesSmall expeted frequenies:df > 2 & no more than 20% of expeted frequenies < 5 →1df < 30 → 2n ≥ 40 → 1

χ2 test should not be used if:n < 20, or20≤ n < 40 & any E i < 5
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of independene

χ2 = ∑ (O−E)2E = (O1−E1)2E1 + (O2−E2)2E2 + ...rejet HO if χ2 > χ2
α ,df=(r−1)(−1)
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of independene

For the 2 x 2 ontingeny table:
χ2 = ∑ (O−E)2E = (O1−E1)2E1 + (O2−E2)2E2
χ2 = n(ad−b)2

(a+b)(a+)(b+d)(+d)rejet HO if χ2 > χ2
α ,df=(r−1)(−1)=1
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of independene (opt.)

Yates' orretion (also alled ontinuity orretion) - Pro and Cons
χ2orreted = ∑ (|O−E |−.5)2E = (|O1−E1|−.5)2E1 + (|O2−E2|−.5)2E2
χ2orreted = n(|ad−b|−.5n)2

(a+b)(a+)(b+d)(+d)rejet HO if χ2orreted > χ2
α ,df=(r−1)(−1)=1
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of homogeneity
χ2 test of independene with Fixed Marginal Totals

To determine whether the distint populations an be viewedas belonging to the same population (in terms of the riteria).
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of homogeneity vs. χ2 test of independene

χ2 test of independene: row and olumn totals are not underthe ontrol of the investigator
χ2 test of homogeneity: either row or olumn totals may beunder the ontrol of the investigator
χ2 test of independene: ? independent (the 2 riteria)
χ2 test of homogeneity: ? homogeneous (the samples drawnfrom the same population
χ2 test of homogeneity & χ2 test of independene aremathematially equivalent but oneptually di�erent.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Chi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti
χ2 test of homogeneity (opt.)

χ2test of Homogeneity for the 2-sample ase provides analternative method for testing the HO that: 2 populationproportions are equal.A method for omparing of 2 population proportions using zstatisti with pool proportion(p̄):Let p̂1 = x1n1 ; p̂2 = x2n2 ; p̄ = x1+x2n1+n2Test statisti: z = (p̂1−p̂2)−(p1−p2)0
√ p̄(1−p̄)n1 + p̄(1−p̄)n2Note: z = (p̂1−p̂2)−(p1−p2)0

√ p̂1(1−p̂1)n1 +
p̂2(1−p̂2)n2 is just for disussion purposesonly. This equation should never be used as the test statistifor the di�erene between 2 proportions.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)Fisher's exat testWhen expeted value in χ2test statisti is small.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)Example
Treatment Control Total

O+ 6 1 7

O- 2 4 6

Total 8 5 13

We have a result from a trial as follow:
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)
Listing all possible tables in the sample of size 13, whih have:7 positive outomes & 8 subjets in treatment group
→ We have 6 tables as follow:
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)
Treatment Control Total

O+ 7 0 7

O- 1 5 6

Total 8 5 13

Treatment Control Total

O+ 6 1 7

O- 2 4 6

Total 8 5 13
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)
Treatment Control Total

O+ 5 2 7

O- 3 3 6

Total 8 5 13

Treatment Control Total

O+ 4 3 7

O- 4 2 6

Total 8 5 13
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)
Treatment Control Total

O+ 3 4 7

O- 5 1 6

Total 8 5 13

Treatment Control Total

O+ 2 5 7

O- 6 0 6

Total 8 5 13
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*A useful check is that all the probabilities shoul d sum to one (within the limits of rounding)Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)Probability distribution
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)Hypothesis
HO : πT = πC(no di�erene between treatment & ontrol group)HA : πT > πC (1-tailed), orHA : πT 6= πC (2-tailed)
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)Calulate p valueThe observed set has a probability of 0.0816The p value is the probability of getting the observed set, orone more extreme.One tailed p value:(1) p(x≥6)= p(x=6) + p(x=7)= 0.0816 + 0.0047= 0.0863(this is the onventional approah).(2) Armitage & Berry (1994) favor the mid p value: 0.5 x0.0816 + 0.0047 = 0.0455Two tailed p value:(1) p(x≥6 or x≤2)= p(x=2)+ p(x=6)+ p(x=7) = 0.0816 +0.0047 + 0.0163 = 0.1026(2) Double the one tailed result (approximation), thus:p= 2 x 0.0863 = 0.1726 (for the onventional) orp= 2 x 0.0455 = 0.091 (for the mid P approah)Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)The onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)
The onventional approah to alulating the p value forFisher's exat test has been shown to be onservative (that is,it requires more evidene than is neessary to rejet a falseHO)The mid P is less onservative (that is more powerful) & alsohas some theoretial advantages
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Calulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)Why is Fisher's test alled an exat test? (opt.)
Beause of the disrete nature of the data, and the limitedamount of it, ombinations of results whih give the samemarginal totals an be listed, and probabilities attahed tothem.� thus, given these marginal totals we an work out exatlywhat is the probability of getting an observed result.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryThe t distribution
♦ PROBLEM:

σ is known & not known µ (!)Indeed, it is the usual ase, σ & µ is unknown
♦ We annot make use the statisti: z = x̄−µ

σ√n beause σ isunknown, even when n is large,
→ use s =√

∑(xi−x)2n−1 to replae σ
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryThe t distribution
William Sealy Gosset �Student� (1908) → Student's tdistribution = t distribution.The quantity: t = x̄−µs√n follows this distribution.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryt distributions with degrees of freedom
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryNotie
A requirement for valid use of the t distribution:
☼ sample must be drawn from a normal distribution.
☼ an assumption of, at least, a mound-shaped populationdistribution be tenable.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryAn interval estimateIn general, an interval estimate is obtained by the formula:estimator ± (reliability oe�ient) x (standard error)What is di�erent is the soure of the reliability oe�ient:In partiular, when sampling is from a normal distribution withknown variane, an interval estimate for µ may be expressedas: x± z α2 σx̄when sampling is from a normal distribution with unknownvariane, the 100(1−α)% on�dene interval estimate for thepopulation mean, µ , is given by: x± t α2 ,n−1 s√nNguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryz, t or t′
Sample 

Sizes

Small 
(< 30)

Large 
(> 30)

Normally 
Distributed

Not Normally 
Distributed

Nonparametric
Test

Population
Variances 

known

Population
Variances 
not known

Population 
Variances 

known

Population 
Variances 
not known

z-test Variances 
Equal

Variances 
Unequal

t-test t’-test

z-test
Variances 

Equal
Variances 
Unequal

t-test t’-test

Deciding between z, t, or t’

Flowchart for use in deciding whether the reliabili ty factor should be use z, t, or t’ when making 
inferences about the difference between two populat ion means (* use a nonparametric procedure)Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryThe Mann-Whitney TestWhen small samples from suspeted nonnormal population -substitution of 2-sample t test.Assumptions for M-W test:1. Independent, Random samples2. Data at least ordinal3. If the 2 populations di�er, they di�er only in loation (e.g.,the 2 populations have the same variane and shape).Hypothesis: HO : 2 populations have idential of theprobability distribution vs.HA : 2 populations di�er in loation (2-tailed), orHA : population 1 is shifted to the right of population 2(1-tailed), orHA : population 2 is shifted to the right of population 1(1-tailed)Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionCorrelation & Regression
Nature & strength of the relationship between 2 variables: BP& age, holesterol & age, size & weight of fetus...
→ Correlation & Regression analysis
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionCorrelation & RegressionCorrelation (1888): the strength of the assoiative relationshipbetween 2 variables.Correlation refers to the interdependene or o-relationship ofvariables.Regression (1899): the ausal relationship between variables:predit, or estimate.Regression is a way of desribing how one variable, theoutome, is numerially related to preditor variable(s).Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionData types for orrelation/regression analysis
Need our data to be quantitative / numerial / ontinuous.If data an meaningfully be portrayed on a satter plot.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionOutline1 Chi-squareChi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti2 FisherCalulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)3 Student's t4 Mann-Whitney U5 Pearson and Spearman's orrelationPearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionNguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionPearson orrelation oe�ient
Pearson's orrelation oe�ient is a measure of the losenesslinear assoiation between X and Y.Denoted by r (sample statisti), and r (population parameter).
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionInterpretation of rr is a muh abused statistir takes values between �1 and +1 inlusive: -1 < r < 1.Sign of + or �.Value r doesn't mean the steepness of the slope.The large |r| is, the stronger is the linear relationship.+ Values of r lose to �1 or +1 indiate a strong (negative orpositive) linear relationship.r is lose to ± 1 then this does NOT mean that there is agood ausal relationship between X and Y. It shows only thatthe sample data is lose to a straight line.+ Values of r lose to zero indiate little linear relationshipbetween 2 variables.Even if r lose to zero, there still may be a strong relationshipin the form of a urve.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionInterpretation of r (opt.)r is a muh abused statistiAssumption of Pearson's orrelation: at least one variablemust follow a normal distribution.Con�dene limits are onstruted for r using Fisher'sz-transformation.r2 is losest to 1 when n = k + 1.But n should be ≥ 3(k + 1) for a more reliable regressionmodel.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionSigni�ane Test for Pearson's Correlation
HO : ρ = 0 (There is no linear relationship)HA : ρ 6= 0 (There is a linear relationship)The HO : ρ = 0 is evaluated using modi�ed t-test.Conlusion � signi�ant linear orrelation (i.e. ρ 6= 0 ) ifp-value < 0.05
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionWhat if our data are only non-linearly related??
Tehniques are available for some non-linear relationships, e.g.Spearman's orrelation oe�ient an detet relationshipswhih are (at least) monotoni.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionOutline1 Chi-squareChi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti2 FisherCalulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)3 Student's t4 Mann-Whitney U5 Pearson and Spearman's orrelationPearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionNguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionCause and E�et
Evidene of orrelation does not (neessarily) mean that aause and e�et relationship exists.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionOutline1 Chi-squareChi-square distribution & The analysis of frequeniesAppliations of the χ2 Statisti2 FisherCalulating p value in Fisher's exat testThe onventional vs. the mid p (opt.)3 Student's t4 Mann-Whitney U5 Pearson and Spearman's orrelationPearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionNguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionOnly if substantive theory (i.e. the siene) suggests a ausalrelationship between 2 variables do we have grounds to uselinear regression analysis.Otherwise, orrelation analysis is all we an use.i.e. We are restrited to talking about assoiative relationships.Cross-setional studies???Although mathematially similar, Regression analysisrepresents a muh more rigorous formulation of therelationships between variables.It also introdues: a statistial modelModels are the mathematial representation (andsimpli�ation) of the system under study.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionThe Use of Linear Regression(If we believe that 2 variables do exhibit an underlying linear pattern)Data desription, assessment:- Quantify the relationship between variablesParameter estimationPredition and estimation:- Make predition and validate the testControl: (in the ase of multiple variables)- Adjusting for onfounding e�etNguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionWhat is a good value of R2It depends on the area of appliation:In the biologial and soial sienes, variables tend to be moreweakly orrelated and there is a lot of noise. R2is expeted lowin these areas - a value of 0.6 might be onsidered good.In physis and engineering, most data omes from loselyontrolled experiments, it is expeted to get muh higher R2and a value of 0.6 would be onsidered low.
⇒Experiene with the partiular area is neessary to judge R2.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummary Pearson and Spearman orrelationCause and E�etCorrelation vs. Linear RegressionQuiz
Can we arrange the equation: Ŷ = b0+b1Xsay, X̂ =−b0b1 + Ŷb1The answer is no,although the oe�ient of orrelation, r, is the same in eitherase.
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Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummarySummaryChi-square: the analysis of frequenies: goodness-of-�t,independene, homogeneity.Fisher's exat test: using when expeted value in χ2teststatisti is small.t test: a family of distributions, approahes the normaldistribution as n−1 approahes in�nity.Mann-Whitney test: when the assumptions for using theindependent t test are violated.Correlation: assoiative relationshipPearson orrelation for linear relationships.Spearman orrelation for non-linear - (at least) monotonirelationships.Regression: ausal relationship.Nguyen Thi Tu Van, Nguyen Quang Vinh Learning Tests - Basi terms



Chi-squareFisherStudent's tMann-Whitney UPearson and Spearman's orrelationSummaryExerises
1 Why should not we use Chi-square distribution when expetedvalue in χ2test statisti is small?2 What happen if we violate assumption(s) for using a test?
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